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Disney By The Numbers Book - $14.95
How much pixie dust is there at Walt Disney World, anyway? Can you count it? Nope.
But there are many things at Disney World you can count, and Tony Caselnova has
counted and measured and calculated and quantified them all.
The Disney Bucket List: 100 ways to experience the magic of Magic Kingdom - $
14.95
Take your Disney vacation to the next level! Tired of sifting through mountains of
guidebooks and websites trying to plan the perfect Disney vacation? Stop planning and
start playing. The Disney Bucket List cuts out the fluff and gets to the point with 100
ways to experience the real magic of Magic Kingdom. No nonsense, just awesome,
quirky, fun and different adventures that will make your time at the Magic Kingdom
unforgettable. The list in this book is concise and interactive, so you can pick an
adventure and go. Each adventure is accompanied by a hint, tip, secret or fun fact to
get you started. Once you complete an item, there is a box for you to check off your
accomplishments. Some are easy to complete; some are almost impossible. You set
the pace and chose the next adventure. Each of them will give you a taste of the magic.
Take a look inside. How many can you do?
Ink & Paint: The Women of Walt Disney's Animation by Mindy Johnson $40.80
From the earliest origins of animated imagery, the colorful link between paper and
screen was created by legions of female artists working on the slick surface of celluloid
sheets. With calligraphic precision and Rembrandtesque mastery, these women
painstakingly brought pencil drawings to vibrant, dimensional life.
Jim Korkis Books on amazon
Disney History, Disney Stories, Disney Trivia and so much more
Most Books about $14

Invicta Watches Disney editions and Star wars editions Prices and styles vary also
check amazon
Bradford Exchange
Trains, Jewelry art, Collectables and so much more Prices vary
R2-D2 App-Enabled Droid by Sphero $129
● Integrated Speaker & LEDs - Sounds come right from R2-D2, and front and rear
lights are fully functional.
● Code R2-D2 - Download the Sphero Edu app and use character-specific
commands to program R2-D2 and complete STEM activities.
● Watch With Me - View films from the Star Wars saga with R2-D2 reacting by your
side.
● Holographic Simulation - Explore the Star Wars™ galaxy, roam iconic ship
interiors, and more.

Disney Mickey Mini Waffle Maker $27.43
Makes One Mickey Mouse-Shaped Waffle
Non-Stick Baking Plate
Illuminated Power Light
Convenient Cord Wrap
Non-Skid Rubber Feet
Disney Christmas Ornaments
Disney Art - Kevin John, Greg McCulough, Larry Dotson, and many more
Disney Wallpaper by York Wallpaper - many Disney designs
Disney Gift Cards
Disney Home goods like Ethan Allen furniture
Disney Dooney and Bourke Handbags
Disney Cruise / Disney Vacation and now you can gift a vacation even an ABD
Etsy and ears, etc...

